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 In the past year, Nova Scotia Wheelchair Basketball has seen another year of steady, positive growth at all levels 
of programming. This has been bolstered by the addition of Adam Lancia and the return of Jamey Jewells from 
their respective European clubs.  Attendance at practices for both our ‘A’ and ‘B’ division clubs has been high, 
with new players attending on a regular basis. This is a trend we expect to continue due to a solid recruitment 
plan that includes partnerships with Dalhousie University, who provide students willing to try playing the game 
or to volunteer in other ways as part of their education, as well as a strong relationship with the Nova Scotia 
Rehab and their recreation department, which has provided patients with the opportunity to come to a practice 
to find out more about the game, and in some cases even try out equipment. 

While these opportunities have been extremely beneficial-both for us and for the individuals who attend- the 
challenge now becomes one of how to retain the potential recruits following first contact, particularly after they 
have been discharged and move back to their homes in more rural areas of the province. In attempting to meet 
this challenge, we, along with Basketball Nova Scotia, plan to work diligently throughout the next year and 
beyond to expand our programming province-wide to include areas such as Yarmouth, Antigonish, Cape Breton 
and the Annapolis Valley, in hopes of making our sport available and accessible to the greatest number of Nova 
Scotians. Within the next five years, it is our goal to be able to host provincial championships at various levels 
throughout the province. In addition to providing our athletes another opportunity to play and compete, these 
provincials will serve as a means to assess the entire pool of talent in Nova Scotia, which will aid in bringing 
together the highest possible calibre of teams to represent our province nationally at various competitions. 

With ambitious goals such as these come several potential challenges, however. With the addition of several 
new clubs throughout Nova Scotia comes a need for greater numbers of chairs and other equipment, as well as 
the funding to allow for their purchase. In addition, there will be a need to install proper leadership in place for 
these various clubs, including qualified, certified coaches as well as other volunteers to ensure they not only get 
off the ground but continue to run in an efficient, sustainable manner. It is our hope that through partnerships 
with Basketball Nova Scotia, as well the Community Sport Development Co-ordinators and Recreation Directors 
of each area, we will be able to meet these challenges and come up with practical, workable solutions to ensure 
that these programs continue to run in the best way possible for years to come. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Jeremy MacDonald. 
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